
STONEWALL RPC 300/200 YARD SCORE MATCHES 2023:

              Update involving the Factory Class for the upcoming 2023 season:

 It will not be 
necessary to shoot the same gun that you shot at 300 yards for the 200 yard 
match.

Stonewall 300/200 Yard Score Matches 2023:

Course of fire:



Equipment:

 
Safety: All competitors must follow all IBS and Stonewall RPC safety rules.  A 
safety briefing is given at the beginning of the match.  Range commands are 
given before the start of each relay.  Bolts may not be in rifles until instructed to 
do so at the beginning of each relay. Bolts must be removed from the rifle at the 
end of each relay. If bolt cannot be removed a chamber flag is acceptable.
 
 In the interest of safety, there will be a new rule implemented for the 2023 
season. There may be instances during our shooting matches that a shooter 
encounters a chambered round that does not fire or a casing that does not eject 
from the rifle. This can necessitate the use of a cleaning rod to clear the chamber/ 
barrel area.  If for any reason you need to insert a cleaning rod into the muzzle 
end of the barrel you must remove the gun from the bench before inserting the 
cleaning rod. In our 200 yard custom matches most all of the benches will be 
occupied this so this rule implementation becomes increasingly necessary. This 
rule will be strictly enforced. 

Firearms:
Custom guns

Factory guns Must be a 
completely factory gun. Original barrel, stock and trigger. All factory markings on 
your gun must be clearly visible

Accessories:



Registration:

Scoring:

Disputes:

Crossfires:

 "substantive evidence"

“substantive evidence of a crossfire”

Two shots in the same hole:

Community targets:



strongly encourage

This event is open to the public. 

Steve Bradley 540-448-5616

Shoot staff:

Match Cancellation Policy:

 


